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Buyer’s Guide to the 2020 Nissan  Altima
The decision to purchase a new car is a pivotal one. Thus, it’s important to 
do your homework by thoroughly exploring all of your options, so you can 
ensure you’re driving away in the ideal vehicle for you.

To help spearhead your automotive research, we’re providing local drivers 
with an in-depth look at one of the industry’s most coveted sedans: 
the 2020 Nissan Altima. This sleek sedan is full of impressive features. 
Here’s a sneak peek into the ones we’ll be highlighting in this eBook:

 • Exterior style
 • Engine power & fuel economy 
 • Safety features
 • Interior amenities
 • Technology systems

Without further ado, it’s time to officially begin our Buyer’s Guide 
to the 2020 Nissan Altima. Let’s get reading!
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Nissan Altima Exterior: The Complete Package
The quintessential aspects of any sedan lie within its sporty stature and 
energetic machinery. It’s this very definition that drove the folks at Nissan 
to create a sedan that not only delivers upon these ideals but takes them 
to amazingly new heights. 

How did they do that, exactly? Let us show you. 

Head-Turning Design
Stand out from the crowd of cookie-cutter automobiles and forge your own 
path in an Altima that truly embodies today’s modern aesthetics. Each design 
element blends seamlessly into the next, from its sharp lines and its muscular 
hood to its V-Motion grille and wider, more aggressive stance. 

Plus, with a large selection of body colors and exterior accessories, you’ll be 
able to choose something that’s truly unique. Make a statement with the rich 
hue of Sunset Drift Chromaflair® or stay classy with the sophistication of Super 
Black. Add available chrome body side moldings, a rear spoiler, and exterior 
ground lighting for an even more personalized driving experience. 

Last but certainly not least, no vehicle would be complete without a good 
set of wheels. Luckily, the Altima’s standard 16-inch steel wheels with bolt-on 
wheel covers are just what you need to get things rolling. Not to mention, 
they also look rather stunning. 
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Ladies & Gentleman, Start Your Engines
Your typical engine revolves around a maintained compression ratio, always 
producing the same efficiency and power. The Altima’s available 2.0L VC-Turbo™ 
4-cylinder, however, is not your typical engine. 

By raising or lowering the reach of its pistons, this powerful engine is able to 
continuously adapt to any situation. Better yet, it’s also equipped with up to 
267 lb-ft of torque, 236 horsepower, and an EPA-estimated 25 city and 
34 highway MPG.*

If you’re in need of an engine with more fuel efficiency, you’ll want to check 
out the Altima’s second engine option: the standard 2.5L Direct Injection 
Gasoline (DIG) engine. With this engine, the Altima achieves a commendable 
EPA-estimated 28 city and 39 highway MPG, so you can go on longer drives 
without the need to stop and refuel.* The DIG engine still delivers great power, 
too, boasting 188 horsepower and up to 180 lb-ft of torque.  

Intelligent All-Wheel Drive
Show Mother Nature who is the boss with the adaptability of Intelligent 
All-Wheel Drive, an available system with the 2.5L DIG engine. Its ability to 
quickly monitor and respond to changing road conditions means you’ll 
no longer be confined to your house due to inclement weather.

Speaking of which, if the streets become slippery or slick, this system will 
automatically send power to all four wheels for enhanced traction. When the 
roads clear back up, all of the power will be repositioned back to the two front 
wheels for optimized fuel efficiency. 
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High-End Interior Cabin
Making the early morning commute to work. Heading downtown to check out 
the hottest new restaurant. Meeting your buddies for a round of golf. Life can 
take you to a lot of different places. Why not let the 2020 Nissan Altima help 
you navigate life’s adventures in spacious and luxurious comfort? 

Space Where You Need It Most
Whoever said sedans can’t be roomy has obviously never sat inside of the 
Altima. Even your tallest friends will have room to stretch out here with tons of 
front- and second-row legroom. Observe the Altima’s interior dimensions 
in the chart below: 

 
 

See what we mean? With room to comfortably seat five passengers, 
you can say goodbye to cramped limbs once and for all. 

Don’t think the Altima’s two rows of seating are the only spacious parts of this 
interior, though. You’ll find tons of space in the trunk as well —15.4 cubic feet of 
cargo volume, to be specific. 

FRONT REAR
HEADROOM 39.2 inches 36.9 inches

SHOULDER ROOM 58.2 inches 57.1  inches
HIP ROOM 54.7 inches 54.5 inches
LEGROOM 43.8 inches 35.2 inches
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Go Ahead, Take a Seat
Do you know what makes all this extra room for your arms and legs even 
better? Super comfortable seats. 

Good thing the Nissan Altima features a standard 8-way power-adjustable 
driver’s seat as well as an available 4-way power-adjustable front-passenger 
seat. What does all this mean? Basically, it means you’ll be able to configure 
your seat into a position that’s most comfortable for you. Pretty awesome, 
isn’t it?
 
It gets even better with the available heated front seats and steering 
wheel, Dual Zone Automatic Temperature Control, and rear passenger 
air conditioning vents. 

Choose Your Favorite Design Combinations
Did we mention the interior of the Nissan Altima is just as stylish as it is 
comfortable? We didn’t? Well, now’s a good time as any, so let’s dive in!

With a collection of captivating leather and trim choices, the combinations 
are endless. Here are some of our favorites: 

 • Gray Leather
 • Charcoal Sport Cloth
 • Wood-tone accents
 • Matte chrome accents
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The wood-tone trim adds a natural touch to your interior, while the matte 
chrome accents on the steering wheel, door handles, and shifter are 
a lovely complement to the luxurious leather seating. 

It’s impossible to go wrong, no matter which combinations you choose. 

Technology & Safety
The 2020 Nissan Altima brings an entire selection of technology features, 
built to keep you and your passengers entertained, connected, and—most 
importantly—safe and sound. 

From premium audio to exclusive driver-assisting technology, it’s just one more 
reason the Altima races past the competition. 

High-Tech Innovations
Sure, the whole point of driving a car is to get from Point A to Point B, but who 
says you can’t have a bit of fun along the way? The Altima makes it easy to 
enjoy every mile thanks to its technology-filled interior cabin. 

At the center of it all is the standard NissanConnect® 8-inch touchscreen 
infotainment display. Its Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™ features make 
it a breeze to access all of your favorite applications, send and receive calls, 
and much more. Upgrade to include Nissan Door to Door Navigation, 
and you’ll always know exactly where you’re going. 
Another great thing about NissanConnect® and its smartphone connectivity 
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is the joy you’ll get from jamming out to your favorite songs and playlists. By 
the way, it’ll sound crystal-clear through the available Bose® Premium Audio 
System with nine speakers. 

Rule the Road with Confidence
No individual is perfect all the time, including when we’re behind the wheel. 
That’s where Nissan Intelligent Mobility™ and the following driver-assisting 
technology comes into play.

Rear Automatic Braking
Available Rear Automatic Braking monitors the space directly behind 
your vehicle, watching out for any stationary objects that may be beyond 
your view. If it does notice a nearby object, you’ll be prompted to stop. 
The brakes will automatically engage, too, if necessary. 

Intelligent Lane Intervention
It’s easy to stay centered in your lane with optional Intelligent Lane 
Intervention. By detecting your position within your lane, this system 
will tap the brakes to help guide you back on track. 

Blind Spot Warning
When you need to change lanes, available Blind Spot Warning is ready 
to lend a hand. It keeps an eye on your blind spot area, sending an alert 
if it discovers a vehicle within these parameters. 
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Test Drive the 2020 Nissan Altima Today
Did this eBook get you excited to check out the 2020 Nissan Altima up close? 
Then it’s time to head down to Nissan of New Braunfels for an in-person view 
of this super sedan. While you’re there, you can even schedule a test drive too!

We wish you many happy trails!

*2020 EPA Fuel Economy Estimates 28 City/39 Highway/32 Combined for Altima® S, SV, SL FWD; 26 City/36 Highway/30 
Combined for Altima S, SV, SL AWD; 27 City/37 Highway/31 Combined for Altima SR, Platinum FWD; 25 City/35 Highway/29 
Combined for Altima SR, Platinum AWD; 25 City/34 Highway/29 Combined for Altima SR, Platinum, Edition ONE VC-Turbo FWD. 
Fuel economy estimates based on 87-octane fuel. Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions. Use for comparison only.


